
1. Paphos (port)  

 

The starting point or end of the trail. The trail is type of circular with length 93.730 
meters, so the total distance you are going to travel, if you return to the starting 
point, is 93.730 meters 

Starting at Paphos(port) and with the direction to the next interesting point, Tala, 
where we are going to go about 8.620 meters .  
The accessibility is good and the sloping of the road is medium. 
The kind of the landscape we meet is urban. 
The cultural elements of the trail are churches, monasteries and architectural 
elements.  
During the trail, there are hostels, dining areas and hotels. 
Notes : In Tala, we see the monastery of Saint Neophytos. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



2. Tala 
 

 
 
From Tala we go on and directing to Kili, where we are going to go about 3.460 
meters of asphalt road.  
The accessibility is good and the sloping of the road is big. 
The kind of the landscape we meet is rural. 
The natural monuments of the trail is flora. 
During the trail, there are dining areas. 
Notes : In Kili, we can see the traditional architecture. 
 

3. Kili 

 



From Kili we go on and directing to Tsada, where we are going to go about 3.840 
meters of asphalt road.  
The accessibility is good and the sloping of the road is medium. 
The kind of the landscape we meet is rural. 
The cultural elements of the trail are churches and architectural elements.  
The natural monuments of the trail is flora. 
During the trail, there are leisure areas, hostels and dining areas. 
Notes : In Tsada, we can see the traditional architecture and wine buiseness . 
 

4. Tsada 

 

From Tsada we go on and directing to Kalepia, where we are going to go about 
3.180 meters of asphalt road.  
The accessibility is good and the sloping of the road is medium. 
The kind of the landscape we meet is rural. 
The cultural elements of the trail are churches and architectural elements. 
The natural monuments of the trail is flora. 
During the trail, there are hostels and dining areas. 
Notes : In Kalepia we can see the rural landscape and we meet wine buiseness . 
 

 

 

 

 



5. Kalepia 

 

From Kalepia we go on and directing to Polemi, where we are going to go about 
4.980 meters of asphalt road.  
The accessibility is good and the sloping of the road is medium. 
The kind of the landscape we meet is rural. 
The cultural elements of the trail are churches and architectural elements  
The natural monuments of the trail is flora. 
During the trail, there are hostels and dining areas. 
Notes : In Polemi we can see the rural landscape and we meet wine buiseness. 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



6. Polemi 

 

From Polemi we go on and directing to Agios Dimitrianos where we are going to 
go about 5.040 meters of asphalt road.  
The accessibility is good and the sloping of the road is medium. 
The kind of the landscape we meet is rural. 
The cultural elements of the trail are churches and architectural elements 
The natural monuments of the trail is flora. 
During the trail, there are hostels and dining areas. 
Notes : In Agios Dimitrianos we can see the traditional rural landscape. 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



7. Agios Dimitrianos 

 

From Agios Dimitrianos we go on and directing to Lasa, where we are going to 
go about 3.640 meters of asphalt road.  
The accessibility is good and the sloping of the road is medium. 
The kind of the landscape we meet is rural. 
The cultural elements of the trail are churches and architectural elements  
The natural monuments of the trail is flora. 
During the trail, there are hostels and dining areas. 
Notes : In Lasa we can see the rural landscape and we meet wine buiseness. 
 

8. Lasa 

From Lasa we go on and directing to Fiti, where we are going to go about 2.120 
meters of asphalt road.  
The accessibility is good and the sloping of the road is medium. 
The kind of the landscape we meet is rural. 
The cultural elements of the trail are churches and architectural elements  
The natural monuments of the trail is flora. 
During the trail, there are hostels and dining areas. 
Notes : In Fiti we can see the rural landscape and we meet wine buiseness. 
 

9. Fiti 

From Fiti we go on and directing to Kanaviou dam, where we are going to go 
about 5.720 meters of asphalt road.  
The accessibility is medium and the sloping of the road is medium. 



The kind of the landscape we meet is rural.  
The natural monuments of the trail are forest, valleys-rivers and interesting flora-
fauna. 
During the trail, there are leisure areas. 
Notes : In Kanaviou dam we can see thetraditional rural landscape. 
 

10. Kanaviou dam 

From Kanaviou dam we go on and directing to Pano Panagia, where we are 
going to go about 7.190 meters of asphalt road.  
The accessibility is good and the sloping of the road is big. 
The kind of the landscape we meet is rural. 
The cultural elements of the trail are churches and architectural elements 
The natural monuments of the trail are flora-fauna. 
During the trail, there are leisure areas, hostels, dining areas and hotels. 
Notes : In Pano Panagia we can see the rural landscape and we meet wine 
buiseness. In this area, the paternal house of Archbishop Makarios III dominates. 
 

11. Pano Panagia 

From Pano Panagia, we go on and directing to Panagia Xrisoroyiatisa where we 
are going to go about 7.190 meters of asphalt road 
The accessibility is good and the sloping of the road is big. 
The kind of the landscape we meet is rural. 
The cultural elements of the trail are churches, monasteries and architectural 
elements  
The natural monuments of the trail are flora-fauna. 
During the trail, there are leisure areas. 
Notes : In Panagia Chrysoragiatissa, we see a winery. The monastery of Panagia 
Chrysoragiatissa dominates in this area. 
 

12. Panagia Xrisoroyiatisa 

From Panagia Xrisoroyiatisa we go on and directing to Ag. Nikolaou Monastery, 
where we are going to go about 1.350 meters of asphalt road.  
The accessibility is good and the sloping of the road is medium. 
The kind of the landscape we meet is rural. 
The cultural elements of the trail are churches, monasteries and architectural 
elements  
The natural monuments of the trail are flora-fauna. 
During the trail, there are leisure areas. 
Notes : In Saint Nickola, we see the Saint Nickola Monastery. 
 



13. Ag. Nikolaou Monastery 

From Ag. Nikolaou Monastery we go on and directing to Statos, where we are 
going to go about  2.120 meters of asphalt road.  
The accessibility is good and the sloping of the road is medium. 
The kind of the landscape we meet is rural. 
The cultural elements of the trail are churches, monasteries and architectural 
elements.  
During the trail, there are dining areas. 
Notes : In Stato, we see the old Stato Housing. 
 

14. Statos 

From Statos we go on and directing to Choulou, where we are going to go about 
9.020 meters of asphalt road.  
The accessibility is good and the sloping of the road is medium. 
The kind of the landscape we meet is rural. 
The cultural elements of the trail are churches and architectural elements. 
The natural monuments of the trail are valleys-rivers and interesting flora-fauna. 
During the trail, there are dining areas. 
Notes : In Choulou we can see the traditional architecture. In this area, we can 
see the Panagia Pantanassa Church. 
 

15. Choulou 

From Choulou we go on and directing to Amargeti, where we are going to go 
about 7.590 meters of asphalt road.  
The accessibility is good and the sloping of the road is medium. 
The kind of the landscape we meet is rural. 
The cultural elements of the trail are churches and architectural elements. 
During the trail, there are leisure areas, hostels and dining areas. 
Notes : In Amargeti we can see wine buiseness. At this point, you can see  
Zoodoochou Pigi Church. 
 

16. Amargeti 

From Amargeti we go on and directing to Pafos (Port), where we are going to go 
about 24.000 meters of asphalt road.  
The accessibility is good and the sloping of the road is medium. 
Initially, the kind of the landscape we meet is rural and then it is urban. 
 

17. Pafos (Port) 



It is the end or the starting point of our trail. 
 
 


